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difficult process; Harvey and his colleagues and
Kass and his colleagues describe their work in this
field. Meanwhile experimental work on animals
has progressed apace. Studies of hormone effects
upon enzymes and upon cellular, connective tissue
and antibody reactions to infections are all con-
sidered as well as more general effects upon micro-
bial infections.
The communications in this symposium are

notably concise and well-documented, and the book
provides a stimulating interim report on current
American work.

R.R.H.L.

A Ciba Foundation Symposium
PRESERVATION AND TRANSPLANTATION

OF NORMAL TISSUES
Edited by G. E. W. WOLSTENHOLME, O.B.E., M.A.,

M.B., B.CH., and MARGARET P. CAMERON, M.A.,
A.B.L.S. Pp. xii + 236, with 55 illustrations.
London: J. & A. Churchill, Ltd. 1954. 25s.
The transplantation of normal tissues is not a new

concept; corneal and skin grafting are long estab-
lished examples but recent years have seen con-
siderable advances in both experimental and clinical
aspects of .this continually widening field. The
Ciba Foundation symposium brought together ex-
perts from many countries whose research covered
all facets of this important work and in this book
are fully recorded their papers and the discussions
which followed them.
With the increasing use of homografts came the

organization of tissue banks for their preservation.
In many cases the graft has not survived as living
tissue following preservation at low temperatures or
by freeze-drying, but in some instances this has
proved an advantage where the requirements are
only those of structural integrity. Many are the
uses of non-viable grafts, arterial grafts being a
notable example. Where cellular function is re-
quired the problem has been two-fold; survival
following preservation and survival following trans-
plantation with its attendant antibody reaction on
the part of the host. The former has already been
considerably overcome by protection of the tissues
with glycerol while further work suggests that there
is less antibody response to grafts of foetal tissue.
Viable gonadal homografts have been achieved ex-
perimentally and, indeed, clinically, and successes
recorded of parathyroid homografts in the human.

This is truly a fascinating story; so much has
been achieved, so very much more lies ahead that
reading this excellent book proves a most stimulating
experience. Few can fail to be interested by it;
many whose work brings them into contact with
these problems will find it an invaluable reference
volume.

G.F.H.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST WORLD
CONFERENCE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION
Held under the auspices of the World Medical

Association. Pp. xvi + 804, with three illustra-
tions. London: Geoffrey Cumberlege. 954.
6os.
Medical education is one of those topics on which

all doctors have views; most of them probably
discuss it on and off from their student days far
into their old age. In recent years, there has been
a unanimity of opinion, quite unusual among
doctors, that all is not well with medical education,
yet any measure of agreement on how it should be
changed is very hard to discern. Here, in one
volume, are recorded the views of doctors and lay-
men from many countries, who are interested in this
problem.
The Proceedings open with four addresses, by

Sir Lionel Whitby, Sir Richard Livingstone,
John F. Fulton of Yale University and S. M. K.
Mallick of Dow Medical College, Karachi. These
addresses are concerned with the history and philo-
sophy of the subject and all should be widely read
and pondered. The main part of the book is in
four sections concerned with requirements for entry
into medical schools, aims and contents of the
medical curriculum, techniques and methods of
medical education, and preventive and social
medicine. The communications are mostly in
English and all are followed by summaries in
English, French and Spanish. A short concluding
session is recorded in which the field covered by
each section is commented upon by two rapporteurs.
The field covered in these 804 pages is so vast

that detailed review would be impossible. Suffice
it to say that much careful thought has gone into
these communications and the Proceedings will
remain a standard arid valuable source of reference
on medical education for many years to come.

R.R.H.L.
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